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Highlight romantic moments in your wedding documentary or your family movie with additional
effects like rings, hearts, bells and more. Can you sweeten your wedding video? Add a couple of

new textures that you didn't know what to add. The computer graphics are amazing. Even the
smallest detail can transform your wedding film. So do it. Today we at Metro Movie Studio show

you six photos that have been greatly transformed in the process of processing. In these
photographs, not only the background has changed, but also the face. Let the good old classic movie

"Pretty Woman" find new life in your wedding video. Just add some humor to your story. These
wedding videos are a pleasure to watch. But, of course, there is something beautiful about a serious

bridal makeup. We decided to take some photos showing what an American wedding is like in a
modern way. In fact, there may not be a wedding in its modern sense. Perhaps you will not have

rings and a bride in a classic outfit. All you need is for you and your wife to look natural and
natural. With the help of photography, we decided to show how the silhouettes of men and women
are combined in new wedding trends. What would you name a movie about a wedding? Will it be
just a "video about how we got married" or a beautiful costume documentary with famous actors?
Or will it be something that has not been on the wedding wave before, but, nevertheless, spawned a
whole movement? Shooting a wedding in St. Petersburg Click to enlarge We have finally made a

website dedicated to our wedding for you. On our site you can order and buy wedding accessories,
VIP services necessary for organizing a wedding or a photo session, order artists for your

celebration, and also consult with the organizer on any questions. Photo and video shooting: St.
Petersburg Company Page In contact with Customer Reviews margarita 02.10.2014 Thanks to the
RT team for their professional work!! Either I'm so suspicious, or really lucky, but everything was
organized so clearly and quickly that I couldn't believe it. It was nice to hear the cameraman's voice
specifying when, finally, you will shoot the wedding, and not some nonsense. Everything is thought

out to the smallest detail: and
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